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FOREWORD

The guidelines and algorithms of this reoort are intended to te
used by experienced professional training system designers and ne>s
who will be tasked with the planning, design, and utilizatior cý tr,3irino
systems. These professionals should be versed 'n the osychobcz:'v -f
learning and be acquainted with the terminoloqy.

A simplified version of these guidelines has been oublished •eparatey
by the Navy for personnel inexperienced in the application of the psychoi-
ogy of learning. The translation of these quidelines was made by the
Center for Educational Technology, Florida State University. and the
resulting nontechnical guidelines are presented ra a par t of 'Ih-,\'T
106A, the Interservice Procedures for instructi"on Systems k.. • ...
(August 1975).

These guidelines and algorithms are suopor'ed by varvir, a.....ns Of
empirical data, but all have at least a basic core of empirical supnort.
The categories of tasks are neither comprehensive nor entire•• i-,eenden,
of each other. Finally, it is important that these cuidelines and
algorithms should be used in conjunction with another report ( -Braby,
Henry, Parrish, and Swope, 1975) which concerns job task cateqories,
training media, and training cost factors to fonn the widest possible
basis for decision making in the design of instructionia programs.
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

In the process of designing training systems, professionals have
been inconsistent in integrating available knowledge and principles on
how people learn. Frequently, the translation of psychological learning
principles into practices useful for the classroom has not been accomplished,
much to the detriment of the instructional program. Since siqnificant
training gains can be made through the application of these principles,
guilelines which assist the designer in the translatioe nf bas C concepts
of learning into descriptions of specific action to be4 aken h,. needed.
To solve this problem, the development of standard uice-lines f",r t)"
structuring of training materials is being seriously examined.

PURPOSE AND USE OF THE REPORT

This report summarizes in a simple, redily usable format, the
psychological learning principles applicable to the traininq of comon
military job tasks. It provides guidance for training system designcrs
in defining basic learning events which reflect research findings on how
people learn specific types of tasks. The use of algorithms (in the
form of flow charts) to display learning guidelines in a manner that
emphasizes the flow of events and the combining and sequencinq of learning
guidelines in the design of a training program is aiso demonstrated.

These learning guidelines and algorithms were used in the develop-
ment of the Instructional Delivery System Selection Charts in the basic
Training Effectiveness, Cost Effectiveness Prediction (TECEP) report
(Braby, et al., 1975). As such, this report serves as background informa-
tion on the TECEP technique and also serves as an aid in carrying out
various steps in the TECEP technique.

The learning guidelines and algorithms presented are expiessed in
nontechnical language. They have been developed from the more formal
base of theory so that principles of learning might be -ore widely
understood and used in the design of training systems.

Certain constraints must be considered in the uti7,zation of the
guidelines and algorithms. First, these guidelines are general approaches.
Their relevance to given training settinrs -,nust be carefully ascertained.
The task categories and related guideýines are not at 7 level that wiV
accommodate any training setting. In ,it may not t..
possible to match a given job task with a defined task category. I,
other instances, it may not be practical to fully --ie-.ent every learning
:jideIi ne. In these situations, the training system designer should use

the quidelines that do apply to the given trnairirl situ tion.
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It should be noted that the algorithms representing the learning
guidelines are not the product of empirical research but are the product
of rational study. While each of the guidelines can be supported with
experimental evidence, the algorithms based on the composite of these
guidelines have not been validated; such validation is beyond the scope
of the present study. Innovative training methods, based on the guidelines
and algorithms, should be tried in pilot studies, evaluated, and modified
until they function properly before applying them widely throughout the
Naval Training Command.

BACKGROUND

Various attempts have been made t9 translate specific principles
and concepts into general guidelines for training system design. Most
have fallen short in that they have not adequately attended to the full
range of tasks that occur in military or civilian training programs.
These previous efforts have been less than satisfactory for use in the
design of military training programs. Several of the more siqnificant
efforts, however, are worthy of note and are described next. B. F.
Skinner (1954) transformed a series of principles of learning into a set
of rules for writing and using programmed texts. By following these
rules or guidelines, educators were able to write arogrammed lessons
based on the principles. These rules were subsequently refined (Hollanl,
1960) as a base of experience accumulated in programmed learning.

Other attempts have been madr ('1951r, 19. Sheffield, 1961;
Lumsdaine, 1964; Ellis, 1972) to translate specific principles derived
from learning theory into guidelines for desigrino 'riining systems for
specific types of learning tasks. A noteworthy vFforz in this regard was
made by Willis and Peterson (1961) in which they analyzed the principles
applicable to training of nne major iearnini therists ind identified a
list of learning principles comron to them i 1. Fifty-one guidelines
were developed from these common concepts and these were matched with 19
types of Navy training task:. These Sets of guidelines were intended to
be used as checklists for the design and use o' t-aininn devices.
However, the guidelines were e;,pressed in lar'>•ce that was too technical
and abstract to be useful for most instructio-a' des-gners 7nd they did
not deal with all of the important issues related to -he des'gn of
learning sequences.

One of the most widely-read attempts to translate learning theory
into design g'uidelines is that of Gagn6 (i965) 7Tght types of learning
were identified and the conditions of lea'ý-nina fnr each ty•e described.
This work was later refined by Gagne and Briggs (797d) who identified
five broad cateqories of learninq outcomes and descibed the learnina
nrincioles associated with these types of learning. in both stddies,
:e `: s c 'i-tions of learninq were written in t'e 'anguage o the educator
r"d tne -esigner of training prograc s and not •n the technica7 language
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of theory. However, Gagne's taxonomy of learning classes cannot be
easily applied to the broad range of military job tasks.

A more comprehensive guide is needed to translate learning principles
into leai-ning events for military training. The TECEP technique (Braby,
et al., 1975) was developed by TAEG to provide the Navy training establish-
metit with learning principles appropriate to Navy job tasks and to outline
a method of choosing cost-effective instructional delivery systems that
support the use of these learning principles. The TECEP technique
incorporates the use of learning guidelines based in part on those used
by Willis and Peterson (1961) and by Gagn9 (1965). Additionally, algorithrs
were developed to make clear the combining and sequencing of the guidelines.
In the TECEP technique (1) common classes of training tasks are defined,
(2) a set of learning guidelines and an algorithm are presented for each
class of training tasks, (3) some instructional delivery systems capable
of carrying out each set of learning guidelines and algorithms are
identified, and (4) a cost model is provided for use in projecting the
cost of using each instructional design alternative in a specific training
setting. Design decisions are based on estimates of both the cost and
effectiveness of the various approaches.

ORGANIZATION OF THE REPORT

In addition to this Introduction, two additional sections are
presented in this report. Section II presents descriptions of 11 basic
types of learning tasks with learning guidelines and an algorithm for
each. Directions for the interpretation and use of the algorithrms
are also presented. Section III contains recornendations for training
system designers concerning the application of the concepts presented in
the report. A glossary of some technical terms used in the guidelines
and algorithms is appended. References are also cited which support the
concepts in the learning guidelines.
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SECTION I1

LEARNING GUIDELINES AND ALGORITHMS

Learning strategies are presented for 11 types of common military
t-aining tasks. Each strategy contains (1) a description of the type of
job tasks to which the strategy can be applied, (2) learning guidelines
(general principles) that will produce the most efficient student learning
of these tasks, and (3) an algorithm which combines and sequences the
guidelines into a flow of events.

This approach assumes that human learning of specific job tasks can
be prescribed using generic classes of learning events and job task
categories. By limiting the~number of classes to be considered, the
process of prescribing solutions is simplified. However, it should te
recognized that a high degree of artificiality is inherent in this type
of classification scheme. Subtle variations in both job structure and
appropriate learning activity are not accommodated. Also skilled perform-
ance of a job task usually requires the perfon-mer to respond with complex
behavior that cuts across the classes in simple classification schemes.
Since the guidelines and algorithms presented in this section are basic
prescriptions, the training system designer should adapt these solutions
into more sensitive responses to the specific requirements of the learning
setting.

The guidelines and algorithms can be applied most directly to the
early phases of training. After mastering the elemental tasks, the
student proceeds to combine difforent types of .!.Tmental tasks into
performance segments, phases of a mission, and full mission performance.
While individual guidelines are still valid at these higher levels of
iearring, the application of the algorithms will not necessarily be
apý opriate. The guidelines and algorithms should be used with these
cautions in mind.

Table I describes the 11 types of tasks for which learning guidelines
and algorithms are provided. By matching the general characteristics of
a training objective with the action verbs, behavioral attributes, and
exampnles listed in table 1, the appropriate guidelines and algorithms
ca usually be identified. Where a clear match cannot be made, a single
appropriate TECEP learning strategy may not exist but a combination of
several may be required. In these instances the designer may find it
necessary to build frum the guidelines 4nd algorithms in this report a
learning strat ngy that rieets his specific training requirements.

The glossary appended to this report defi e; the technical terms
used in both the learning guidelines %nud the algorithms. The different
•'inds of symbols in the aigorit•mis are uspd as ty-Yes of instructions.
The meaning of each symbol is described in table 2.

ii
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TABLE I. [LEF'FN TTNIE Or El F 'INIAt I ,1 AIR1 1r i 1. AMf,,

NAMES OF CHARACTFRISTICS Of TRAINING OBJECTIVF WITHIN TAh (All iS
L EA RN IN G j .. . ... .. . .. . .. .. . . ... ... .. ... .. . . . .. . .. . . . .

TASKS I ACTION
___ VERBS - .LdAVIORAL ATTRI[BUTES -XA --- 'L I IS

1. RECALLING Answer I. Concerns verbal or 1. Recald ing equipimet neoimn-
BODIES OF Define symbolic learning. claturo or functinns.
KNOWLEDGE Express 2. Concerns acquisition and 2. RecallirmI system tun t i on-,

Inform lonq-term maintenance of such as the complex rela-
Select knowledge so that it can tinns between the systtm's !

be recalled, input and output.
3. Recallinq phy.,ical laws,

such as flhr','s law.
4. Recallino spec ifi(: radio

frequertc ivt, and Ot her

------- -------- discrete .acts.

2. USING Apply 1. Concerns the practical 1. Based on academic knrwe,1m;c.
VERBAL Arrange application of d(htet:r';' which equipment tc
INFORMA- Choose information. use f ,, 'pecific real
TION Compdme 2. Generally follows the world task.

Determine initial learning of 2. lased on an academic ,nowl-
information through the edge of the rystem. compare
use of the guidelines alternative modes of opera-
for Recalling Bodies tion of a piece of equipment
of Knowledge. and determine the aporopri-

3. Limited uncertainty of ate mode for a specific real
outcome. world situation.

4. Usually little thought 3. Base, on memorized knewledqe
of other alternatives,. of radio frequencies. ch(oose

the correct frequency in a
specifir real wnrl(C situa- "

_________ -_____ ion.

3. RULE Choose 1. Choosing a course of 1. Applying the "rules of the
LEARNING Conclude action based on apply- road."
AND Deduce ing known rules. 2. Solving mathemitical equa-
USING Predict 2. Frequently involves tions (both choosing correct

Propose "If... Then" situations. equtior ind the mechanics
Select 3. The rules are not no •olving the equation).
Specify questioned, the decision 3. Carrying nut military

focuses on whether the protocol.
correct rule is being V. Selecting proper fire
applied. extinquisher for different

type fires.
5. Usinou correc,-t gramnmar in

novel situation, covered

4. MAKING Choose 1. Choosing a course of 1. Choosing frequencies to
DECISIONS Design action when alternatives search in an FCM -Xerrh plan.

Diagnose a-e( unspecified or 2. Chm'sinoi tor-ieo srttings
Develop unknown, during a torp'nio• itott.

Evaluate 2. A succE;s ful course of 3. Assigning wemiýon based on
Forecast action i,, not readily threat ovalt;aticn.
Fornulate apparent. 4. Choosing tactics in com-
Organize 3. The penalties for unsuc- bat - wide ranqe of options.
Select cessful courses of 5. Choosing a diaqnostic

action are not readily stratpey in dealinq with a
apparent. N., malfunction in a complex

4. The relative value of piere of eoinirtrnt.

be cons ido r-el - includ- nvl',,i, .'1 5' jii gr[ 'l i t-
inq pos.,ible trarle oft', ing 91 f ri i t i l point in

I ~ ~ 5 fre'iurntly involve-s 01,," i•I,,u

; forced met io', " 'on

12 3est Available Copy
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TABLE 1. ELEVEN TYPES OF ELEMENTAL LEARNING TASKS (continued)

NAMES OF CHARACTERISTICS OF TRAINING OBJECTIVES WITHIN TASK CATEGORIES
LEARNING
TASKS ACTION

VERBS BEHAVIORAL ATTRIBUTES EXAMPLES

5. DETECTING Detect 1. Vigilance - detect a few i. Detecting sonar returns
Distin- cups embedded in a large from a submarine target.
guish block o' time. 2. Visually detecting the

"monitor 2. Low threshold cues; periscope of a snorkeling
signal to noise ratio submarine dur-nq daytime
may be very low- early operations in a sea state
awareness of small cues. of three.

3. Scan for a wide range of 3. Detecting. through ap
cues for a giver "target" change in sound, a bearing
and for difFerent types starting to burr, out n a
of "targets." power generator.

5. CLASSIFY- identlfy 1. pattern recognition aP- 1. Classifying a sonar target as
:NG Pecog- proach of identification "sub" or "non-sub."

nize - not oroblen' solvino. 2. Visually classifying a
Di'er- 2. Classi'ication by non- flying aircraft as "friend'
entiate verbal characteristics, or "enevy" or as an ,'

Classify 3. Status determination - 3. Deterrinino that ar identi-
ready to start. fied noise is 3 wheel bearin;

4. rýbect to be classified failure, not a water pXuo
can be viewed from many failure by rating tre oualit÷
oerspectives or in many o0 the noise - rot by the
'orvs. Problem solvino approach.

" :'H'T7Y- identify 1. 'nvolves the recognition 1. Readinc elect-onrc symbols
,%C Oead of symbols. on a schemaLic drawing.

S"vBCLS T7an- 2. Symbcls to be identified 2. Identifyinc nap s'yibtos.

scribe 'vvicaliv aee of low 2. ?eadirg and tra,!crtb-c
meaningfulness to symbols or a taztical
untrained Persons. status board.

3. dentif.cation, not 4. identi'yin• s,'-zolS

interpr-etation, is weathe' man.
eI'ohasized.
n. nvoives storing oueues

of srybolic information
and related meaninos.

1'OCE Advise 1. Sneaking and listening 1. cficer oino C',a Cers
COM"U•2- Answer in soecialized terse ant receivino 'e::"c .
.AN'G Lornuni- lanauaqcs. 2. Scna- operate,- :ass-• 0.2

cate 2. O')te.i involves the use itr-ation c;er cO-7.l,-
Converse o0 a soecific message cation ret.
Direct model. Standart 3. Instructiors bv S:'
Exoress vocabulary and format, operator to oilot in
:'st-uct 3. Also concerns clarity Co , antinc airc-.3:.
interview v'oice. enuncaetion,
List speed.
Order a. -iTinq Oc verbalization
Deport is usual!y c-;ttca. -
Speak when to oass i"-o-at~cn.

5. Typically cnaracte.-zed
by redundanc, " te.'s
of in'cr"atio.ý ýcotert.

6. Involves extensive •se
c, 0-evicjsl! o,,e-lea-te

,,qtta, s'.i'ls, o)r ýe
rcin1A O.Jewjc v-ned te-
'erir :-':r-:. N" Reproduced from

7. asL may ne diffiwiolV d best available copy.
t, oresence ..' :s.

13
Best Available Copy
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TABLE 1. ELEVEN TYPES Of ELEvE*4TAL LEARNING TASKS (continued)

NAMES OF CHARACTERISTICS OF TRAINING OBJECTIVES WTTH% 7AS, C47EGORlES
LEARNING -

TASKS ACTION
VERBS BEHAVIORAL ATTRIBJTES EXAVPLES _

9. RECALL- Activate 1. Concerns the chaining or 1. Pecallinc ecuipment
ING Adjust sequencing of events. - assemblv and disassemibly
PROCE- Align 2. Includes both the cognl- procedures.
DURES. Assemble tive and motor aspects 2. Recallino the cveraticn
POSITION- Calibrate of equipment set-up and and check out procedures
ING Oisassem- operatina procedures. for a piece of ecjiment
MOVEMENT ble 3. Procedural check lists (!cockw;t check hists.

IfSDect are frequently used as 3. Followira equintnent turn-on.
Operate job aids. prccedu"e - a, i• or
Service motor bekav'-,.

O. GUIDING Control 1. Trocking. dynamic con- I. Subrarine bow and stern
AND Guide trol: a verceotual-moto- plane oDerators aintainWc
STEERING, Maneuver skill involvinq cortinu- a consta~t cur.se. or
CONTINU- Regulate ous pursuit of 3 target aknlc chýnes ýn cou-'e ýr
OUS Steer or keeoine dials at a det1h.
MOVEMENT Track certain reading suCh as 2. TaVk d-veý 'C7O1*rc a

maintaining constant road.
turn rates. etc. 3. Sonar operate, keepinc tke

2. Coonsatory roveents cvrsor o- a rcnar t~rnet.
based on eedback fro-n . ;;r-to-air cunnern - taroet
displays. trackirc.

3. Skill in trackl'n 5. Aircraft vilctinc sict as
requires Smooth muscle visual'y I^*- -CW a
coordination oatter's - courd patn.
lack of overcontrol. 6. w'ers-ar 'cld•r a co.rse

4. Involves estinatinf, wit r or -at--ic
chances in positions. ccw"os5.
velocities. accelera-
tVons. etc.

S. involves knowledqe nf
disolay-control
relationships.

"PERFORm- Carry i. Perceotual - mrotOr I. fr' a -eelirc :osit•c-.
ING Creed behavior - ermhasis on trow.a, T ¢c'•ertatz
GROSS Fall rotor. PrW, um on hand crerade z: 7ete- or
MOTOR 'urn manual dexterity. occa- target wittir e'ec-%e
SKILLS Lift sionally strength and casualty radijs E,'"' s

Run endurance, acceptable tecnnizwe.
Swin 2. Reoetitive mechanical 2. iearin; a utility !acket.Throw skill. utility trcusers, cO'bat :•:

3. Standardized behavico. and 3r-ed wlth mlf -i'*e.
little room for varia- traverse "5 -ete, 'rn e:
tion or innovation. water -,simn correct Ic--.

"4. Auto-atic behavior - D 3e--orstrate te _•ererer
low level c, attert~c- tc:hrluoe 'C, '. -aa,-e

oneratce. Kinesthet~c o:er :e,'-.

tekav~c', te• c'C creec•2-c

S. %atice C', boredy -ay at n;ckt a'-oss ::c-
beco-e a factcr ýre- terra- a'-e x th a
ski2• is oe.';"-ec :ve' i•

an extended •eoe.-' S. Dccst'ae :he :'e-e.-
ti!e 0" at a r.:id 'ate. tehnic:e c' c'-:s
. ne tCoe-a-ces. stertinc Ire- ceac

harng zalr~s toward 'ace

___ C_ _ e_ _ Dositicr.

14 estAviy 3
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TABLE 2. ALGORITHM SYMBOLS AND MEANINGS

Symbol Meaning

A decision or branch point-
divides the flow into 2 or
more paths.

Informaton
or Ipformatlon or directions for

Direction program designer or rtudent.

Student Represents studenW responses.
0 ,either a, answer rr movement

Action to a new block in the flow.

NA special sequence of events not
Sub-routine presented in the flow, such as

a oretpst.

A file of rules, exercises, or
student scores; any of these
items can be called up as
required.

0 A technique for connecting the
Reference student action lines on two pages
Connector of a flow chart (or algorithm).

START A syrbol for starting a flow or
stopping the various paths of

or that flow.
STOP
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The 11 learning strategies are presented in the remainder of this
section. They appear in the order listed in table 1. Since each strategy
S-deflned in operationd' terms, it may at times be necessary to refer to

t-ýNle I and the glossary for clarification of key words.

Best Available Copy
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A. RECALLING BODIES OF KNOWLEDGE

This category encompassi-- the learning, recognizing, and recalling
of the verbal informatio, ne 1.ed to function in an operational setting.
It includes knowledge of equipment nomenclature, functions, configurations,
locations, control inputs, output displays, and the complex relationships
between inputs, outputs, and possible equipmernt malfunctions. Most
academic training is of this kind, and therefore students learning these
tasks have been readily accessible as subjects for investigators studying
the learning and recall of verbal information. The following guidelines
;7ý, :! : o a •.-!-tnn ef the findings of this research. The algorithm

vrsssiin1r: n',*- i,;%la es is presented in figure

1. ctajecti,&;s of tta'r. to '-.. :-udent at the
birlnnirq of tho trani,• ercio;.

2. Orrýýiii< the learning n,ýwa-; i.Al to rieet the stated objectives.
Organ" ze tr, i:a;^jurjd imtort•int cuP comnonlants ik-t ;*A :ds, formulas,
or phrases) withIn :."C bo.y of facts o0. p;c•-:h'.

3, Pro)vide some w:..up exerCises i*r-ediateiv rrior to testing
'or recalling bodief of' ýnowledqs.

Mz..:e le'-'ning tasks relevant; i.e., similar to real-life tasks
rthat toc st',t will Le perforr,ýng on the job,

S. Cimpare direct l y the names or other dica that are similar, or
separate their presni..t'on by as much tiri w possible to avoid confusion.

6. Make svre the 3tudents can , th., difference between two or
more salient cue, that are difficult to d, Ainguish in the operational
cortvt bEfore ,ssoiatir. each with ; -:ponse during training.

V3. Ps_ mnemonics (assoi-t)r; ýe' , ces) which will cause an affective
rea,:tionn 'the student to aid -tica":•i .enever possible.

8. 6.e mtiemonics whtrl ." i'K : . in the association of the cue and
Donsa teis in the rec&ll ;,a;as or principles. Provide directions

..e stiddent to develop his ow0 inemonics if he can and wants to dro

9. F. r fea:'-ures if the real-world job set.ting to be used
to trigger t fs rec-,! l of associated cues w,,hich, in turn, wi-l
call to mird the K,,. .ae >,a needs to perr-r his joý.

10. Select attention--. -'`.' cuss to us2 throughout the Iearning

events. Select learning act-iviti- 't rsouire stude invo veimsn.

3 st Avai !e cony
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11. Guide (or prompt) the student's response, especially in the
early phase of training. Later in training, remove guides to match the
level of guides (or prompts) in the operational setting.

12. Arrange for practice of recalling the verbal information by
providing retrieval tests very similar to the tests that the student
will encounter in the operational setting.

13. Require the student to make an overt response which will show
his recall of the facts or principles which, in turn, will enable measure-
ment of his response.

14. Arrange for knowledge of results (KOR) to follow both correct
and incorrect responses. Also arrange for positive reinforcement to be
interspersed throughout the training following correct recall of facts.

15. Schedule KOR to be presented immediately after a response for
maximum effect of KOR.

16. Change the order of presenting facts and principles during
practice so that each item in the list of information will be learned
equally well.

17. Practice should be distributed (interspersed with rest periods)
during training periods especially with (1) the learning of large bodies
of facts or (2) complex information. This is particularly useful with
slow le'arners.

18. Individualize instruction to the extent possible. In order
for slow learners to reach the same criterion as fast learners, arrange
for slow learners to have a higher total number of reinforcements of
correct responses than the Yast learners.

19. Arrange for the student io compare the program's stated objectives
with his status in meeting these objectives (use periodically).

20. Test to determine if the student is able to correctly recall
key features of the job setting which serve as cues to him in recalling
the knowledge he needs in performing his job.

21. Prevent decay of recall by:

a. Increasing the meaningfulnes' of the material to be learned
(relating it to the student's operational environment) and by relating
the organized facts or principles to each other.

b. Requiring the student to overlearn the origi~ial material
v'• eential orocedure to reduce forgetting).
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B. USING VERBAL INFORMATION

This task category involves recalling and applying previously
learned facts and principles as needed in a job setting. It is a compon-
ent of most jobs. In tha guidelines for this task category, attention
is focused on increasing the transfer of learning from the classroom to
the job. An example of using verbal information is that of a radar
operator faced with a tactical situation where a change in antenna
search mode might increase the probability of the detection of an expected
target. The operator recalls the various modes and their characteristics
and then chooses an appropriate mode. This involves the application of
principles and concepts, not the application of a fixed decision procedure.

The amount of empirical data which supports the guidelines for the
task category is meager. Uot much research has been accomplished on the
application of knowledge in the operational setting. Traditionally, the
emphasis has been on acquiring knowledge in the classroom with the
assumption that if one has previously learned the knowledge he can
easily recall and apply it when required to do so on the job. But this
assumption is not always warranted. Students have considerable difficulty
applying in the operational setting that which they learn in a rote
fashion.

The following guidelines apply to using verbal information. The
algorithm representing these guidelines is presented in figure 2.

1. Insure that previously learned verbal information is organized
into generalizations, unifyinQ concepts, and principles to promote
transfer as the first step in training how to use verbal information.

2. Give the learner practice in applyinq the generalizations and
unifying concepts to tasks similar to those in the operational setting
that he will be encountering.

3. Provide knowledge of results as soon as the learner has made
his application; provide reinforcement for his correct applications.

4. Require that practice in applying the principles covers the
wide variety of operational situations that- the student will be presented
with on the job.

5. Provide examples of application; of morc abstract principles or
generalizations that have been shown tote difficult to apply to the
operational setting.

6. Reinforce the student when he makes practical applications of
verbal I"foration.
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7. Ensure practice until the student achieves job entry level of
skill.

8. Vary both the context of salient cues and the principles to be
applied during practice.

9. Provide for refresher training when there has been extended
absence from the task or where such training is indicated by performance
on the job.

10. Give job sample tests ("dry runs") in the operational setting
occasionally to determine need for refresher training, where this is
practical to carry out.

11. Provide for individual training at student's own rate.
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C. RULE LEARNING AND USING

This category of job task concerns the acouisition and application
of established practices or fixed principles (rules) that serve as
guides in selecting courses of action. These rules may be based on
current practices or on a knowledge of what normally happens in similar
job situations. Rules are frequently expressed as "if-then" statements
or directives not to be questioned by the user. The user merely concerns
himself with whether the proper rule has been selected and is being
applied correctly. There are many examples of rules that must be learned
and used. Typical examples include using rules-of-the-road in guiding a
ship through inland waterways, solving mathematical problems using the
rules for manipulating numbers, using correct protocol in displaying the
flag in a formal ceremony, applying grammar rules in writing a sentence,
ard writing a computer program according to the rules ofka specific
programming language. Although rules are commonly used in selecting
courses of action, limited research has been performed on learning to
apply rules. The learning guidelines are based on the available research
and general learning principles, where appropriate.

Guidelines for rule learning and-using are listed below. The
algorithm-representing these guidelines is presented in figure 3.

1. Insure that the individual words which comprise the rule are
understood before proceeding to rule learning.

2. Require that the student state the rule verbally. This
verbal statement of the rule serves to cue the recall of the concepts
that make up the rule and their arrangement within the rule (this usually
should be an informal statement of the rule).

3. Present examples showing when the rule applies and when it
does not.

4. Use mnemonics (where possible) in the learning of difficult to
recall rules and the application of these rules. Use cues from the
operational setting in the mnemonics to facilitate the recall of the
mnemonics.

5. Give the learner an opportunity to apply the rule in new
situations and give knowledge of results following each application.
Provide reinforcement for correct applications of the rule.

6. Test the learner by requiripg him to state the relationships
among the concepts in new situations to insure that he understands the
rule.

7. Provide practice in applying the rules until the student achieves
some stated criterion performance; i.e., until he learns the rules and
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learns to apply the rules across the range of situations he will find in
the operational job setting.

8. Reduce the frequency of reinforcement of correct applications
at the end of training to a level'that exists in his job setting.

9. Relate the rules to be learned to the operational job setting
in order to provide motivation for rule learning.

10. Provide for (1) individualized learning to allow for individual
differences in learning and (2) periodic refresher training when the
student has had an extended absence from performing the job.

11. Guide the student to discoyer a useful rule by having him
respond to a sequence of leading questions, if the student is having a
difficult time understanding and applying a rule.

12. Arrange for slow learners to have a higher tot-! number of
reinforcements of correct responses than the fast learners.

28
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D. MAKING DECISIONS

Decision making is defined here as the application of a specific
decision model, thuught to be useful in diagnosing equipment malfunctions,
choosing tactics in Fleet operations, and in planning where several
alternatives must be considered, each with an unknown probability of
success. The decision model combines the following factors: perception
of the problem, identification of alternative solutions, evaluation of
these al.ernatives and selection of the apparent best solutions. There-
fore, the guidelines and algorithm presented here support learning to
use this decision model.

The decision-making guidelines presented here are based upon the
most fashionable practices in existing decision-making training programs.

The following guidelines apply to decision making training. The
algorithm representing these guidelines is presented in figure 4.

I. Ensure that the student acquires the knowledge required to:

a. identify the problem,

b. generate reasonable solutions,

c. evaluate these solutions.

2. Decrease student anxiety to a low level, particularly in the
early stages of training, where student anxiety is high and where complex
decisions are to be made.

3. Give the student examples of these two types of actions which
are tc be avoided when making a decisicn:

a. The tendency to make a "favorite" decision or use a
"favorite" solution regardless of the real nature of the problem.

b. The tendency to generalize problems or view several types
of problems as if they were ell the same when, in fact, they are quite
different.

Give examples of these undesirable responses in decision making.

4. Teach a decision-mdking strategy; the following strategy is
suggested:

a. Upon becoming aware of the problem, define it.

b. Be alert for the availability of relevant information and
collect such data.
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c. Develop alternative solutions.

(1) State alternative solutions,

(2) Combine alternative solutions,

(3) Compare alternative solutions.

d. Ev'luate alternative solutions.

(1) List the probable consequences of each alternative
solution,

(2) Rank each alternative solution according to desir-
ability of consequences.

e. Choose course of action based on a desired solution.

f. Execute the chosen course of action.

5. Vary the setting of the significant cues of the decision-
making learning task. Provide both basic and advanced problerms to be
solved with a wide range of problem difficulty at each level of training
for the operational tasks.

6. Insure the overlearning of decision-making skills in later
stages of training if the student will be required to perform under
stress in the real world.

7. Present the student with a realistic data load (i.e., realistic
amount of significant data) plus operational distractors in real time
toward the end of training.

8. Provide the student with access to potentially relevant data
during practice. In the final stage of training, the data available to
him should be limited to that expected in the real world situations in
which he will be working.

9. Provide the student with answers to the five following questions
after his decisions in practice problems. These answers serve as knowl-
edge of retults (KOR).

a. Predictability? (Were problems mistakenly viewed as if
they were all the same in reaching solutions?)

b. Persistence? (Was usc made of a "favorite" solution when
it was inappropriate?)

c. Timeliness? (Wes this the appropriate time to execute

this particular decision?)
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d. Completeness? (Was all of the a',alable information
considered?)

e. Consistency? (Was the solution compatible and relevant to
the available information?)

Give KOR with respect to the above five criteria each time the student
makes a decision and, if possible, provide the simulated consequences of
the decision as compared to alternative solutions.
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E. DETECTING

This task concerns the act of becoming alert to the presence of a
signal that could be of special interest in the performance of a job or
mission. Detecting is essentially a matter of becoming aware of certain
cues, including those almost hidden in distracting backgrounds, and it
stops short of verifying the nature of the signals. In many practical
situations after a signal is detected it is immediately classified. The
early detection of targets is usually a significant part of any tactical
task. Examples include an operator becoming alert to the presence of
targets on a radar or sonar display, a mechanic becoming alert to slight
changes in the functioning of a piece of equipment signaling an emeiging
malfunction, and a pilot visually scanning through the wirdow of his
aircraft and spotting another aircraft sharing his airspace. In these
detection tasks, involving long period& of time between the appearance
of significant signals, maintaining vigilance is an important part of
performance.

The following guidelines apply to detecting. The algorithm reoresent-
ing these guidelines is presented in figure 5.

1. Train the student to use systematic overall search procedures
utilizing his appropriate senses. Use models of correct behavior, where
needed.

2. Present signals from the full range of types of signals.
Include the various signal sources that the student will encounter on
the job and the different patterns of each signal source.

3. Train the student to use techniques of vigilance to:

a. establish a mental set to search. Use instructions to
establish this set and reinforce the student when he achieves a proper
set.

b. constantly monitor internal biological cues in order to
determine own vigilance level (state of alertness).

c. use, where appropriate, peripheral vision in scanning;
ie., to rely on detections made from the side of direct line of sight.

4. Train the student in detection skills according to the following
schedule:

a. Early in training use:

(1) high signal density - more frequent than in the
.EltAtional task,
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(2) signals that have a high signal-to-noise ratio,

(3) different amounts of time between signal presentations,

(4) hiqh response rate from the learner,

(5) immediate and continuous knowledge of results (KOR),

(6) reward for responding to any real signal.

b. During the intermediate stage of training use:

(1) a lower signal density,

(2) lower signal-to-doise ratios,

(3) different amounts of time between signal presentations,

(4) KOR on an intermittent time schedule,

(5) specific vigilance techniques; i.e., mental set to
search and monitor internal cues to state of alertness.

(6) intermittent reward for responding to real signals,

c. In advanced state of training use:

(1) low signal density; i.e., operational density or
minimum number suited to training program,

(2) a signal-to-noise ratio comparable to the operaticnal
level,

(3) signals presented within different time intervals,

(4) KOR on a schedule equivalent to that found in the
job setting (describe realistic consequences for signals missed),

(5) vigilance techniques which are appropriate to the

job setting,

(6) operational level of reward following correct detection.

5. Train the student to use a cue detected by one sense (such as
hearing) as a stimulus to search for and detect the existence of a
related cue in a second sense (such as sight) where it is possible to
detect a target by more than one sense.
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6. Present the student with his status; i.e., progress towards
meeting the trdining program objectives. Reward him for progress
toward these goals.

7. !Idividualize training. Keep student practicing at each phase
(or level) of the learning task until the required level (or mastery) of
the job perfcnnance is achieved.
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F. CLASSIFYING

This task involves assigning a name to detected signals based on
identifiable characteristics. Classifying frequently follows immediately
after detecting in the operational setting as if the two were a single
event, although the two processes are fundamentally different. Classify-
ing is closely related to the forming of concepts which has been extensively
studied. In fact, to a large extent, the principles of learninq which are
applicable to concept formation also apply to classifying. Examplec of
classifying in operational tasks include labeling a sonar signal as
"submarine" or "nonsubmarine," naming an approaching aircraft when the
distinguishing features become visible, and determining that an increasingly
louder "grinding" noise is a bearing starting to disintegrate.

The following guidelines apply to classifying. The algorithm
representing these guidelines is presented in figure 6.

1. State clearly the behaviorial objectives to be achieved by the
student. Organize learning material around critical cues (distinguishing
features of the objects) to achieve this desired behavior. Relate the
objectives to the student's future real-world assignments.

2. Train the student to properly differentiate features to be
used in classifying. Make sure the student can observe the differences
between closely related features if these differences are important in
the classification task. (As an example, properly identify blue and
blue-green as being different colors.)

3. Train the student to recognize the features of a pattern (cue) that
distinguish this pattern from other patterns. Use cues that will be
present in the student's job.

4. Emphasize distinctive cues which can be remembered in the form
of mental pictures instead of abstract words. Teach the student to
transform the distinctive features of cues into terms that he can readily
recall.

5. Present examples of various classes in a single exercise.
Towards the end of training, present examples of classes that appear
very similar in the operational setting.

6. Minimize the number of irrelevant cues in the early stages of
learning. Towards the end of training, increase the number of irrelevant
cues to a maximum; i.e., corresponding to the real-life situation of the
job.

7. Reeinforce frequently in the early stages of Iearning pattern
rL-` !ý'rce `o~s o t9., rc 9

atting') towards the end of training.
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8. Ensure that the student practices making correct identifications
of the test objects.

9. F_:vide immediate knowledge of results (KOR) to insure correct
terminal performance.

10. Provide a pause following KOR (e.g., 4-12 sec.) that is much
longer than the pause between the response and KOR (e.g., ½ sec.). This
pause provides time for the student to sort out errors and to identify
salient cues of the pattern.

11, Sample from the extremes of the full range of examples of
putterns produced by a given object. Make the examples more similar as
trc ning progresses. At the end of training, the similarities in the
examples should represent the similarities that exist in the real
world.

12. Provide a variety of examples of the pattern. Select examples
to sample the full range of variations in the pattern. Late in the
learning stage, build in distractors equivalent to those found in the
operational setting.

13. Provide self-paced training that can be adapted to the individual
student's needs. Both rate and level of learning depend upon characteris-
tics of the individual student.

14. Arrange for slow learners to have a higher number of reinforce-
ments of correct responses than the fast learners.

15. Insure the development of a strong tendency for the student to
look for certain critical and distinctive cue patterns found in opera-
tional tasks.

16. Require (where possible) the learner to correctly identify or
cite new items as examples in each classification category.

a

17. Prevent decay of recall by (1) requiring the student to overlearn
the original material and (2) ensuring periodic refresher training.

N'
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G. IDENTIFYING SYMBOLS

This category deals with recognizing and interpreting graphic
characters such as those used in engineering drawings, maps, and status
boards. Symbols serve as a brief code which must be decoded by the
user. Most symbols have low meaningfulness to the untrained person.
Symbol recognition is related to paired-associate learning, which has
been the object of extensive research. The research literature support-
ing the guidelines for identifying symbols is considerable.

The guidelines for identifyitg symbols follow. The algorithrm

representing these guidelines is presented in figure 7.

1. Relate training clearly to meaningful and job related tasks.

2. Show differences between similar individual features of syrbols.
Do this before associating these symbols with identification responses.

3. Break up the total list of symbols into smeallr sets when any
of the following conditions exist:

a. A long list of symbols is to be learned,

b. Material is complex for students.

The size of the set for eich student should vary according to how much
each of the factors departs from the normal situation for each condition.

4. Present the associate item (or meaning) iniuediately after the
symbol in time as the basis for this kind of training.

5. Randomize the order of the presentation of the symbols to the
student so that all symbols will be learned equally well.

6. Use mnemonics (associating recall of symbols with imagery,
rhymes or rhythms) for difficult to recall symbols. Provide mnemonics
which will cause an affective reaction in the student. A-so provide
directions for the student to develop his own mnemonics.

7. Allow for self-paced practice with knowledge of results (KOR).

S. Prevent decay c'.- recall by (1) requiring the student to overlearn
the or-iginal associations and (2) ensuring periodic refresher trairinu.

9. Test for correct identiFicaticn of s-7:-cl by -e2asuring over,'t
performarnce by the stu&,ent.
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10. Provide self-paced training that can be adapted to the individual
student's needs. Both rateand level of learning depend upon the character-
istics of the individual student.

11. Use immwdiate KOR and frequent reinforcement in the early
stages of training. In later stages of training, match the KOR atid
reinforcement levels that exist in the operational setting.
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H. VOICE COW4UNICATING

Voice communication is used here to mean a conversation between
people in which standardized message formats are employed. A person has
typically been overtrained in speaking and listening as a part of every
day living. Certain conversation patterns must be changed in order to
effectively communicate within the military tactical environment. In
this setting, messages must be brief and have a single meaning. The
timing of when to pass the essential information is frequently critical.
The task may be made more difficult due to the presence of background
noise and other conversations on the communication circuit. '1frft,,
enunciation is important. Most of the guidelines are based ppon general
learning principles. In addition, principles identified through analysis
of voice communicating are used.

The following guidelines are presented for voice communicating.
The algorithm representing these guidelines is presented in figure 8.

I. Present objectives of the learning program to the student.
Organize material around objectives. Relate material to the operational
setting of voice communication.

2. Present a brief overview of the learning program.

3. Break up the material into discrete voice connunication categories
that frequently occur in the job setting.

4. Identify similar cues (usually auditory) that frequently are
confused in voice communication tasks and test the student to see if he
can discriminate among them.

5. Point out critical cues and responses that are different from
the student's habitual ("everyday" type) voice communication.

6. Teach the student to anticipate certain messages in a given
operational setting - listen for certzii, words.

7. Teach voice communication procedures and terminology in general
using Recalling Bodies of Knowledge Guidelines before presenting a
demonstration of each specific procedure.

8. Demonstrate each voice procedure with a model performance;
insure that the student observes the critical cues and responses in the
model's demonstration.

•. Req,'e the student to practice un'tji he d .... the
correct performance. Have him conrentrate his practice on the parts he
finds difficult.
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10. Give specific knowledge pf results with each performance of
the student; reinforce correct segents of performance.

'1. Provide rest periods at intervals within the training period.

12. Increase distractors and stress conditions equal to that in
the operational setting during the later stages of voice communication
training.

13. Practice voice communication procedures to the same.skill
level that will be required In the operational setting.

14. Require student to overlearn correct voice cc-nunication
procedures so that he can perform them correctly in a distracting,
stressful environmental setting.

15. Reinforce the student for meeting the overlearning and opera-
tional performance criteria.

16. Insure periodic refresher training where it is indicated by
the performance of the person on the Job.
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I. RECALLING PROCEDURES AND POSITIONING MOVEMENT

This task category combines two quite different kinds of tasks.
Recalling procedures is basically a mental skill, whereas positioning
merverft is a physical skill. They are combined in these guidelines
since they often occur together in the operational setting. They concern
carrying out routinized activity, executed as standard operating procedures
In some predetermined-sequence. Relatively little judgment and analysis
are required and a minimum of alternative behavior is involved. Controls
are manipulated in an identifiable procedural sequence. Motor movements
for control positioning are, at tVe outset, within the response repertoire
of the student; therefore, the emphasis is placed on recalling the
sequeitial procedures and on the accuracy of the positioning movements.
An example is the checkout of a piece, of communication equipment, using a
checklist to determine if the equipment is operating within acceptable
tolerances. These types of tasks are commno. and have often been studied
with the goal of improving training efficiency.

Guidelines for this behavior are listed below. The algorithm
representing these guidelines is presented in figure 9.

1. State clearly the behavioral objectives to be achieved.
Describe how the learning materials are organized tn achieve this a(.ired
behavior. Relate the objectives to the student's future real-world
assignments.

2. Break the positioning movement task into appropriate parts and
provide subdivisions of organization for each procedure.

3. Divide the procedural steps into small parts if any of the

following conditions exist:

a. Students are of low ability,

b. The procedures are complex,

c. The entire procedure is lengthy.

4. Present a demonstration of each task performance (a positioning
response to a checklist cue) on an observable model.

5. Show checklist cues and require the student to explain differences
in similar cues that serve as association devices for different procedures
that have been confused in the past.

6. Use mnemonics which will cause an affective reaction in the
student whenever possible 'o eid i4 the recall of the orocedures t, be
ee-ned for this task.

U,
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7. Use mnemonics (associating procedural steps with imagery,
rhymes, or rhytlhms) to aid in recalling difficult to rewember steps.
"rovide directions for the student to develop hi; own mnemonics where he
is able and willing to do it.

8. Direct the student to practice the following sequence of
events to help him remember a chain of procedures.

a. When presented with each checklist item, explain (or
perform) its corresponding procedural step.

b. Then when presented with a group of checklist items (as
many as the student c3M handle at once) explani or perform their correspond-
ing procedural steps. The f'rst item of each group shouid overlap the
last item of the previously studied group of steps.

c. Then when presented with a single list of all ;f the
checklis• items in the entire procedure, explain (or perform) their
corresponding procedural steps.

9. Encourage students to mentally rehearse the prncedures called
for by the steps in the checklist using mne-onlcs to aid in the reý:all
of these procedures.

10. Ensure extensive practice early in the training by requiring
the learner to:

a. Understand the objective(s),

b. Observe the skilled performance of a model,

c. Strengthen the individual (or component) steps of the
desired movement by practicing these steps, obtaining knowledge of
results (KOR) and by correcting performance errors.

d. Integrate the steps into a smooth sequence of positioning
movements by practicing the sequence of steDs.

11. Provide the following conditions for corresponding stages of
t-raining:

a. Early in training use:

(1) immediate and frequent KOR,

(2) immediate and frequent reinfordenent,

(3) little or no oDerational distractors,

61
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(4) learning material broken-down into small, easilylearned parts,

-(5) items required to be learned which are relatively
easy to acquire,

(6) guiding or prompting of responses.

b. Late in training:

(1) use delayed and Infrequent KOR,

(2) use delayed and Infrequent reinforcement,

(3) increase distractors to operational level,

(11 a given procedure will be required to be recalVý!
(or performed) in response to the same cues as on the job.

(5) the level of complexity of the Procedural cues and
distractor cues should be the same as on the job. #A stressful conditions
equivalent to that in the. operational setting,

(6) eliminate guides or prompts (other than those provided
in the operational setting).

12. Make the time interval following KOR much longer than the time
interval between the response and KOR, to provide time for the student
to sort out errors.

13. Identify features of the operational environment which could
be used as mediators to trigger the student's recall of checklist items.

14. Practice should be distributed; i.e., the timing of rest
periods should be determined by:

a. need for rest as judged by the student.

b. requirements of the specific learning material as judged
by the instructor.

15. Arrange for exte-nsive repetition (overlearning) by the student
to take advantage of the internal feedback properties generated by
performing these +ypes of tasks (positicninc -ovemrent) accompanied by
external feedback. Simple repetitive movements may become reinforcing;
i.e., the student experiences feelngs in muscle and joints which he
;dcntif4es as cues that he is Derfor•Tin,, the- task correctly.
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16. Arrange for slow learners to have _- higher numoer of reinforce-
ments of correct responses than the fast learners.

17. Maximize the realism of checklist items and their corresponding
procedural responses.

18. Arrange for the student to compare the program objectives with
his current status in meetinn these objectives (use periodically).

19. Train the student to the operational criterion; i.e., insure
"that acquisition of the procedural material will be to the level of
performance required for on-the-job duties.

20. Prevent decay of recall by providing periodic refresher training
for infrequently used procedures.
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J. GUIDING AND STEERING, CONTINUOUS MOVEMENT

This type of task concerns continuous physical response to a
constantly moving visual reference. Frequently it involves controlling
the path of a moving vehicle. Examples include maneuvering an automobile
down a road, visually aiming weapons during air-to-air combat, holding a
ship on course using a gyro compass. Many military jobs involve this
type of behavior. Because of the high cost of vehicle Control training
performed on the operational systems, how best to train this type of
behavior has been carefully studied. Proprioceptive stimulation arising
in the muscles, tendons, and joints is normally present and is one of
the primary sources of information used in controlling the force, extent,
and duration of a movement. Perceptual discrimination skills are involved,
including the detection of relevant cues (via sight, hearing, touch,
etc.). Models of correct behavior are usually used in the training of
this task. They serve as guides and criteria against which to evaluate
one's own behavior. These models include rules, self-directions, and
cues of adequate performance. As the student's skill increases in
continuous movement tasks, a high degree of internal control is developed;
i.e., the routine tasks are performed smoothly with little conscious
effort, and conscious control governs increasingly larger blocks of
behavior.

The following guidelines have been defined for training continuous
movement tasks. The algorithm representing these guidelines is presented
in figure 10.

1. State clearly the criterion behavior or objective to be achieved.
Relate the objective to the student's future real-world assignments.
Provide him with an overview of desired movements.

2. Break the task up into appropriate parts. (Use as criteria to
S..ii. t'e size of these parts: ability of learner, complexity, and

length ot task.)

3. Ensure that the critical external cues are realistic and available
to the student continually during the performance of the task, particularly
during the latter part of the training.

A. Provide trainina to scan by specific training of eye movement
anQ where to focus for scanning.

5. Insure a high degree of realism in the operator's response in
training for continuous controlling tasks.

6. Demonstrate the desired task performance with a model.

i 658
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,P.-provide:- for extensive -practice to achieve skilled performance.
Practice should contain (a) understanding skill objectives, (b) observing
skilled performances, (c) practicing the task, (d) obtaining knowledge of
results (KOR), and (e) scheduling periodic rest intervals.

8. Provide reinforcement contingent upon characteristics of the
student's response so that by a process of "successive approximations"
the final desired proficiency (withir acceptable tolerances) is produced.

9. Give KOR concerning discrete segments of student performance,
especially during early stages of learning.

10. Give positive reinforcement after correct student performance;
initially, immediately after each discrete segment of performance; toward
the end of training, after each mapeuver or couplete operation.

11. Practice on specific components when learning a complex task,
as o0posed to practicing on the entire task at once.

12. Practice under the varied conditions that will exist in the
operational setting, if possible.
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K. PERFORMING GROSS MOTOR SK!LLS

This category includes skills characterized by repetitive itor
acts involaing it use of large muscles. It often includes chaining of
movements ard a low level of attention by the skillf'il performer.
Fatigue may become a factor in the performance of these skills when

S.. -fmed over an extended period of time. Examples include body mve••ents
. in many athletic events such as running, swimming, and jumping. These

motor acts are controlled by various forms of internal and external
stimuli. Proprioceptive stimulation arising in tte muscles, tendons,
and joints is a primary source of information used in directing this
type of skill. Perceptual discriminatien including t!e detecticn of
relevant external cues is secorndary to successful zerf.
other types of motor skills, conceptual models of correct behav-or are
usually used as a performance guide and as a baseline for self-evaluation.
A high degree of internal and unconscious control governs the diicrete•
acts in this type of skilled behavior.

The guidelines for performing gross motor skills are liste0 below.
The algorithm representing these guidelines is presented in figure 'I.

1. Orient student to the learning task by:

a. Stating the objectives,

b. Relating the objectives to the operational task he will bn
performing.

2. Teach the student to discriminate among similar cues within
each of these classes:

a. Objects in the job environment to which the performer mJst
respond with appropriate action (external cues).

b. Proprioceptive stimuli (internal cues).

3. Facilitate the student's undarstanding of the task by requiring
him to do the following:

a. Observe a demonstration of the task.

b. Observe the component parts uf the task as it is beirnz
presented,

c. Have the student describedan. amJ decorst rate the coponerlt,
parts of the rotor task which he obServed.
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4. Require that the student practice with regard to the following
considerktions:

a. Practice a simple task in its entirety, or a complex task
in-parts and then in its entirety.

b. Practice under varied operational conditions. This is
done to help adapt the performance of this task to potential environmental
cMhanes in the 6perational setting.

c. Ensure that during practice the student:

(1) Understands the objectives of the skill while learning,

(2) Observes a skilled performance of the desired task as
often as necessary,

(3) Obtains feedback concerning his performance of the
task (immediate feedback early in training, and a level of feedback
appropriate to the operational setting later in training). Encourage
the student to respond to internal-feedback.

d. Distribute the practice; i.e., provide for rest intervals

during training.

5. Ensure that feedback of the 'ollowing kinds will be provided:

a. Evaluative--student learns what he is doing that is correct
cr incorrect.

b. Comparative--student learns how his performance compares
to the objectives and standard of perforriance required in the operational
setting.

6. Provide a pause of a few seconds after feedback has been given
following performance of the motor skill to allow sorting out Of errors
made during the training performance.

7. Shape the desired performance by reinforcing the student's
closest approximation to the desired response.

8. Reduce frequency of reinforcement to the operational level as
the student approaches criterion performan-2,.

9. Require the student to overlearn desired perforruance.

10. Increase distractors towards the end of training to the level
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that the person will encounter in the operational setting.

11. Provide for refresher training when the skilled person has not
performed the motor skill for an extended period of time.
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SECTION III

RECOMMENDATIONS

The learning guidelines and algorithms presented in this reportmay
be used in carrying out the following steps in the design of training
systems-

1. Specifying learning events and activities. The guidelines
specify the significant learning events and activities that should exist
in effective training.programs for specific types of tasks. Since there
is empirical support for the principles in these guidelines, training
system designers should attempt to find practical ways to carry out all
of the guidelines.

2. Selecting instructional delivery vehicles. Each type of
instructional material is limited as to the functions it can perform.
The training system designer should pick an instructional delivery
vehicle capable of carrying out the events specified in the guidelines
and algorithms. This is contrary to the usual practice where the delivery
vehicle is selected first and then the learning events are chosen to be
compatible with the delivery vehicle.

3. Designing instructional materials. An instructional delivery
vehiclewhich has the capacity to sipport specified learning guidelines
(see item 2) will only improve learning if the instructional materials
to be used in it are also designed to the same guidelines. Therefore,
the type, sequence, and relationship of learning events in instructional
materials designed for such a system should be in 6ccordance with the
appropriate guidelines and algorithms.

4. Evaluating existing instructional materials. It may be more
economical to use existing modules of instructional materials than to
create new ones. If the modules are to be used in a system designed
according to item 2, the guidelines and algorithms should serve as
criteria for determining if the modules are suitable or can be modified
to bring them up to the required standard.

. ifying algorithms to store field experience. When instruc-
tional material designed according to an algorithm is shown to be inadequate
in tMh Field setting, then the algorithm as well as the instructional
mater"ial should be modified until the material proves useful for that

In this manner, algorithm- can'be used as the basis for describing
P q-7enrrir, structure m• successful leirning materials for a specific

'>2, t i:'ut Ir j, ,•y Se(I ri , )'5o- r •, FiCCtinn Fl or theI desiqn of si! j1:r
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GLOSSARY

Affective Reaction - A person's feelings or emotional response to some
object or person.

Algorithm (Landa) - A precise, generally comprehensible prescription for
carrying out a defined sequence of elementary operation in order to
solve any problem belonging to a certain class (or type).

Concept Formation - Classifying objects into groups on the basis of
common relationships in their patterns of cues.

Criterion (Cofer) - The degree of mastery to be reached in learning, which
is set by the instructor.

Distributed Practice (Ellis) - The introduction of rest intervals during
the course of acquisition.

Facilitate (English) - Increased ease of performance, by a
I - decrease in time
2 - increase of output
3 - decrease in sense of effort;

to make easier or less difficult.

Feedback (Ellis) - Cues that indicate whether a response is correct or
not and provides the learner with information about the correctness
of his responses.

Guides (Hilgard & Bower) - Environmental cues tha., Facilitate the discovery
of the correct responsc by the learner.

Instructional Delivery System (Braby, et al., 1975) - A system to accomplish
human learning made up of the student and all the elements with which
he interacts to achieve instructional goals.

KOR (Ruch & Zimbardo) and (Hall) - Knowledge of results--information as to
whether the student has responded correctly; information the individual
obtains about his actions.

Media - Those materials that store and present information to a student.

Mnemonics (Bugelski) - Memory aids or devices for facilitating the recall
of learned material.

Overlearning (Hilgard & Bower) and (Cofer) - Further practice after meeting
the initial criterion for learning; continuing to practice beyond
the noint at which some arbitrary criterion is met. Continuation
oi practice beyond some criterion of learning (or of mastery).
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GLOSSARY (continued)

Positive Reinforcement (Ellis) - Any event that increases the likelihood
of a response when it is presented.

Predictability (Poulton) - Quality of being able to predict one event when
the other is known.

Prompts (Kausler) and (Glaser) - Stimuli (usually words) known to elicit the
response unit when given as a stimulus in a word association test;
these elicit implicit associations to that prompt, one of which is
the to-be-recalled response unit. A variety oF stimulus materials which
cue the appropriate behavior.

Proprioceptive Cues - InternaV cues from the muscles and tendons indicating
their movement and position; cues that are aroused as a result of
muscle movements.

Reinforcement (Ellis) - The process by which some response tendency

comes to be strengthened.

Salient - Prominent or conspicuous; important, striiking, remarkable.

Shaping (R,:,-h & Zimbardo) and (Marx) - A technique used in training in which
all responses that come close to the desired one are rewarded at
first, then only the closest approximations, until the desired
response is attained; a procedure in which selective reinforcement
is used to train the learner by means of successive approximations
in some new behavior.

Similar Cues (Ellis) - The number of elements that two cues have in
comimon.

Stress (Ellis) - A state of the organism usually characterized as motiva-
tioral (and or emotional). The task demands made upon an individual
learner.

Vigilance (Warm) and (Adams) - Human watchkeeping or monitoring behavior;
observing a display for occasional critical signals; alertness for the
detection of critical signals when they occur.
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